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W90 - A verticAl gArden 
thAt turns your spAce 
into A floWer gAllery.
The W90 system is based on 
the W55 support system and 
brings a unique play of light and 
shadow to the interior

more at www.origami-wall.com

ORIGAMI WALL is gaining popularity across the gene-
ral and professional public. Our system has already 
won prestigious international awards Red Dot Award: 
Product Design 2022 and BIG SEE Award 2022.

Minimalist architecture, reconstruction or even a 
historic building? With appropriate scale, colour 
and planting, Origami wall can be applied to any 
style of architecture.



composition of the W55 system And its components
up for garden
up for nature

up for architecture

OBRUBNÍK

ULOŽENÍ

ZEMINA

PODSYP ZEMINA/ŠTERK

functionAl And economicAl 
design
The system is designed for economical 
drip irrigation. The design of the 
flowerpot, in turn, efficiently permeates 
the water into the slope so that the roots 
do not drown and the plants thrive.

foundAtion of the retAining 
WAll in sever Al WAys
Do you want to make the most of 
the space between the blocks or 
do you prefer the convenience 
of mowing your lawn with a 
lawnmower? The blocks can be 
placed on a solid foundation or 
allowed to grow from the base  
of the wall.

enough room for everyone
Tomatoes for the salad or herbs from 
the flowerpot for Dad‘s grill? Whether 
you choose to grow your own kitchen 
chutneys or prefer to feed your eyes 
and the bees with blooming flowers, 
ORIGAMI has enough space for everyone. 
Even the smallest growers will enjoy 
watching their plants thrive.

freedom
It doesn‘t matter whether you plant the 
wall thoughtfully, let it grow naturally or 
leave it empty. ORIGAMI is a symbiosis 
of pure geometry and organic flora in a 
unique functional unit.

on the Kerb
space for planting 
from the base

on the foundAtion
more suitable for walls 
with heavier loads


